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You have no idea what I’ve done for love. Just as you have no 
idea what you may one day do.

Once long ago, a girl named Favre sacri� ced her wings for 
love. � ana, the young goddess she so willingly gave them 
up for, sacri� ced that same love for power. But everything 
has a cost.

Favre never got over the loss of her wings. And � ana’s 
choices led to a life of eternal night, and later, their 
destruction. Favre has bided her time ever since, waiting 
for the chance to resurrect the girl she loves who turned her 
into the creature she hates.

Now, a thousand years later, Leyla, the crown princess of the 
malichora—an ancient race that survives on human blood 
—must travel to the Island of the Dead when her best friend 
is captured during an attack on her nation’s capital. Along 
with Najja, a � erce, beautiful seer, and the last person she 
expected to help her, Leyla forges down a dangerous path, 

intent on saving her friend. But nothing is as it seems. � e closer she gets to her goal, the more she 
risks awakening an ancient evil and destroying everything she holds dear.

Set in the a� ermath of a war between vampires, humans, and the gods that created them, Patrice 
Caldwell’s devastatingly romantic fantasy debut, Where Shadows Meet, centers the heart-
wrenching pain of loss and the struggle of self-discovery to ask: do we choose our fates, or do our 
fates choose us?

PATRICE CALDWELL is a 
graduate of Wellesley College and 
the founder of People ofColor 
in Publishing—a grassroots 
organization dedicated to 
supporting, empowering, and 
upli� ingracially and ethnically 
marginalized members of the 
book publishing industry. Born and raised 
in Texas, Patrice was a children’s book editor 
before becoming a literary agent. She’s been 
named toForbes’s “30 Under 30” media list, a 
Publishers Weekly Star Watch honoree, and 
featured on Bustle’s inaugural “Lit List” as one of 
ten women changing the book world. Patrice’s 
debut novel, Where Shadows Reign—the � rst 
in a YA fantasyduology—will be published by 
Wednesday Books, an imprint of Macmillan. 
She is also the editor of A Phoenix First Must 
Burn: Sixteen Stories of Black Girl Magic, 
Resistance, and Hope.

WHERE SHADOWS MEET

� e dark and thrillingly romantic 
debut vampire fantasy that 

questions what it truly means to 
sacri� ce for love.

Release Date: 1/28/2025
Page Count: TK
Translation: RightsMix (Specific Territories)
All Other: KT Literary
Rights Sold: World Eng/Audio
Genre: Young Adult, Paranormal
Publisher: Wednesday Books 
Contact: RightsMix@gmail.com



Can “happily-ever-a� er” start with a lie?   

Ell DeBrun is the girl of the cinders. � e girl who’s 
spent years slaving away for her cruel stepmother 
and ungrateful stepsisters, dreaming of rescue.  

So when Prince Bayard - who seems to have 
di�  culty recognizing faces - shows up at her door 
with a glass slipper in hand, Ell allows him to believe 
she is the gil he danced with at the grand ball.  

� ere’s just one problem: Ell didn’t attend the ball
and she’s never met the prince before in her life. But
Ell is willing to concoct any fairy tale that will grant
her an escape.

But Ell � nds that � tting into royal life isn’t as easy as 
sliding into a glass slipper. Bayard’s sister, the crown 
princess, has gone missing.  

� e king is preparing for war with the sinister army of fae,  Abd Maxim, Bayard’s
treacherous (and unfortunately, terribly handsome) best friend, appears to know
Ell’s secrets  - and is just waiting for the most advantageous moment to call her blu� .
As her lies pile up like unwashed plates, she knows they’re only seconds away from
crashing down on her head.

CHRISTINE CALELLA
lives in a place she refers to 
as “New York City–adjacent.” 
She spends her spare 
time singing show tunes 
in the shower, drinking 
more chai lattes than is 
strictly necessary, and either over- or 
under-watering an unfortunate string 
of houseplants named a� er sitcom 
characters.

LIAR’S KINGDOM

Brimming with romantic tropes 
including a smoldering enemies-to-
lovers romace, backstabbing, and 
unrequited love -- all ending with 
unexpected yet satisfying happily-
ever-a� ers, LIAR’S KINGDM is a 
twisty Cinderella retelling in the 

vein of Into the Woods, Stepsister, 
and � e Guinevere Deception with 

hints of � e Cruel Prince.

Release Date: 1/14/2025
Page Count: 320
Translation: RightsMix (Specific Territories)
All Other: KT Literary
Rights Sold: World Eng/Audio
Genre: Young Adult, Fantasy
Publisher: Page Street YA 
Contact: RightsMix@gmail.com



A heartbroken and betrayed Evie � ees to 
London which brings her face to face with 
the person who has hurt her the most, her 
father.  She doesn;t want to open herself up 
again, until she meets a British busker who 
just may be worth taking a chance on . . . if 
she doesn’t let her past get in the way of her 
future.  THe international bestselling author 
of Better O�  Friends returns to form with a 
love story that’s Once meets � e Statistical 
Probability of Love at First Sight.

ELIZABETH 
EULBERG was 
born and raised in 
Wisconsin before 
moving to NYC 
to work in the 
publishing industry.  She is 
the author of novels for teens 
and young readers, including 
internationally best-selling YA 
novels � e Lonely Hearts Club 
and Better O�  Friends, and the 
acclaimed Great Shelby Holmes 
middle-grade series. � e third 
book in her newest, Scared Silly 
#3: Vampires Ruin Everything is 
out now.

TAKE A CHANCE ON ME

Release Date: 5/6/2025
Page Count: TK
Translation: RightsMix (Translation)
All Other: KT Literary
Genre: Young Adult, RomCom
Publisher: Scholastic
Contact: RightsMix@gmail.com



Blythe Rowley has everything—charm, a sharp wit, and 
a bookish nature. Well, almost everything. She could 
use some money, and if her mother has anything to 
say about it, the only way Blythe can save her family’s 
struggling estate is by securing a rich husband. Blythe, 
however, has other ideas. Determined to forge her 
own path and control her destiny, Blythe has set up a 
budding apiary business. Spending the entire summer 
with her a�  uent cousin at Wrexford Park, Blythe 
believes that she will have ample opportunities to meet 
wealthy investors who will be intrigued by the business, 
even if it is one run by a young woman.

What she doesn’t anticipate is the return of her 
childhood nemesis and new neighbor, Briggs Goswick. 
Briggs has money issues of his own, so even though 
the two can’t stand each other, when he discovers her 

attempts to secure investors, Briggs o� ers her a deal that will bene� t them both. If Blythe 
helps him win the heart of a wealthy but aloof young lady whose dowry is certain to be 
the cure to all of his monetary issues, then Briggs will introduce Blythe into society and 
be the front person to secure investors for her business. But the more time Blythe spends 
with Briggs, the closer they become, and the more she realizes that the one guy she can 
see herself with is the only one she can never have.

ERICA GEORGE is 
the author of Words 
Composed of Sea 
and Sky and � e 
Edge of Summer. 
She is a graduate 
of � e College of 
New Jersey with degrees in both 
English and education, and 
holds an MFA in Writing for 
Children and Young Adults from 
Vermont College of Fine Arts. 
While she resides in New Jersey 
most of the year, she spends her 
summers soaking up the salty 
sea air on Cape Cod.

WITTY IN PINK

� e Hating Game meets Bridgerton 
in this snarky, sexy historical rom-
com with a modern voice from the 

author of � e Edge of Summer.

Release Date: 8/6/2024
Page Count: TK
RightsMix: All Rights
Genre: Young Adult, Historical
Publisher: Entangled Publishing
Contact: RightsMix@gmail.com

RIGHTS SOLD IN CZECH, FRENCH, 
GERMAN, & AUDIO 



”Should you encounter any of the plants in this 
book, do not treat them lightly. � ey can kill 

you. Or cause you unbearable agony. Or land 
you in jail. Consider yourself warned.”

Science, history, mystery, and horror 
intersect in a brilliantly illustrated 
compendium that explains how certain 
plants evolved to avoid being eaten--and 
how their toxic chemicals have been used by 
humans for medicine, warfare, and sinister 
acts of foul play. 

Award-winning science writer Rebecca 
E. Hirsch shines an informative and
entertaining light

on Mother Nature’s ghoulish garden, from 
a hallucinogenic fungus linked to the Salem 
Witch Trials (ergot), to the weed that killed 
Abe Lincoln’s mother (white snakeroot).

REBECCA E. HIRSCH
is an award- winning 
children’s author with a 
PhD in plant biology. Her 
picture books include 
Plants Can’t Sit Still and 
Night Creatures: Animals 
� at Swoop, Crawl, and Creep
while You Sleep. She lives with her
husband and three children in State
College, Pennsylvania. You can visit
her online at rebeccahirsch.com.

A DEATHLY COMPENDIUM OF POISONOUS PLANTS: 
WICKED WEEDS AND SINISTER SEEDS

A must for fans of science and 
history—and also armchair 

detectives—this 
entertaining and 

informative illustrated 
compendium delves into 
nature’s deadliest plants 

and their fascinating 
histories as implements of 

medicine, warfare, and foul 
play.

Release Date: 10/1/2024
Page Count: TK
Translation: British, Translation, and Audio
Rights Sold: World Eng/Audio
Genre:  Non-Fiction
Publisher: Lerner/Zest Books 
Contact: RightsMix@gmail.com



Vern longs to be one of 
the kids who swoop until 
their toes touch the sky. He 
heads to the swings and 
desperately tries to pump 
his legs, but he just can’t get 
it. A chance encounter with 
precocious (and hilarious) 

Gretchen gives him just what he needs to know, and he � nally 
learns to soar.

A story for every child on the cusp of learning something new 
who just needs an extra push to get there.

STEPHANIE V.W. LUCIANOVIC writes books 
in the San Francisco Bay Area surrounded by a few 
kids, a few cats, and one husband. Her work includes 
� e End of Something Wonderful, Hello Star, and � e 
League of Picky Eaters.

TOUCH THE SKY

Both heartfelt and hilarious, young readers will soar right along with a 

young boy as he � nally learns to pump on a swing.

Release Date: 5/7/2024
Length: 32
RightsMix: British, Translation, Audio
Genre:  Picture book, Friendship
Publisher: Lerner/Carolrhoda
Contact: RightsMix@gmail.com

CHRIS PARK has been a professional illustrator 
for over twelve years. Some of his previous clients 
include TBS, Team Coco, Rolling Stone, American 
Greetings Co., Cloudco Entertainment, Pro 
Publica, Sleeping Bear Press, Usborne Publishing 
and Lightspeed Magazine. He co-authored and 
illustrated his the picture books Little Sock and Little 
Sock Makes a Friend with his wife Kia. Chris lives in 
Minnesota with his wife and two sons.



� eo and Kit have been a lot of things: childhood best friends,
crushes, in love, and now estranged exes. A� er a brutal breakup
on the transatlantic � ight to their dream European food and
wine tour, they exited each other’s lives once and for all.

Time apart has done them good. � eo has found con� dence as 
a hustling bartender by night and aspiring sommelier by day, 
with a long roster of casual lovers. Kit, who never returned 
to America, graduated as the reigning sex god of his pastry 
school class and now bakes at one of the � nest restaurants in 
Paris. Sure, nothing really compares to what they had, and life 
stretches out long and lonely ahead of them, but-yeah. It’s in the 
past.

All that remains is the unused voucher for the European tour 
that never happened, good for 48 months a� er its original date 
and about to expire. Four years later, it seems like a great idea to 
� nally take the trip. Solo. Separately.

It’s not until they board the tour bus that they discover they’ve 
both accidentally had the exact same idea, and now they’re trapped with each other for three weeks 
of stunning views, luscious � avors, and the most romantic cities of France, Spain, and Italy. It’s � ne. 
� ere’s nothing le�  between them. So much nothing that, when � eo suggests a friendly wager to see
who can sleep with their hot Italian tour guide � rst, Kit is totally game. And why stop there? Why not
a full-on European hookup competition?

But sometimes a taste of everything only makes you crave what you can’t have.

CASEY MCQUISTON is a 
writer—books, essays, books, 
articles, books. She lives at the 
intersection of fun, escapist 
romantic adventure and smart-
mouthed characters with bad 
manners and big hearts. She 
writes stories to make you laugh, 
to make you feel your feelings, to make the 
marginalized and queer and weird people of the 
world feel like there’s a place for them in bright, 
joyful � ction, too. 

THE PAIRING

LIMITED FIRST PRINT RUN 
featuring spray-painted edges with 

a stenciled script design. Only 
available for a limited time and 

while supplies last.Release Date: 8/6/2024
Page Count: 432
Translation: RightsMix (Specific Territories)
All Other: KT Literary
Rights Sold: World Eng/Audio
Genre: Romantic Comedy
Publisher: St. Martin’s/Griffi  n 
Contact: RightsMix@gmail.com

In #1 New York Times bestselling author Casey 
McQuiston’s latest romantic comedy, two bisexual 

exes accidentally book the same European food 
and wine tour and challenge each other to a 

hookup competition to prove they’re over each 
other except they’re de� nitely not.

Author’s works have sold in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, 
Costa Rica, Czech Republic, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, 
Germany, Guatemala, Honduras, Hungary, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, 

Paraguay, Peru, Poland, Puerto Rico, Romania, Russia, Spain, and Uruguay



He’s the former vice president’s son. And my biggest 
bully. Cold. Cruel.

Devastatingly gorgeous.

� e moment I walk on campus we lock eyes and I see
the hatred burning in his gaze. Everyone at Win� eld
Academy despises us, especially him. No matter what
I do, or how hard I try to avoid him, he won’t leave me
alone. What makes everything worse?

� e night he kissed me—and I kissed him back.

He runs the student body with an iron-clad � st and 
expects me to be one of his dutiful followers, but I 
came to this school to learn something. To become 

something more. I’m not about to let him control me, though I can’t deny the 
attraction growing between us.

Every single person at this school has secrets, even me, but I believe his are the 
biggest ones of all. When he warns me someone else on campus is guarding their own 
secrets, I realize he’s serious. And they will do whatever it takes to stop me--us--from 
discovering them...

RIGHTS SOLD IN AUDIO, FRENCH, 
HUNGARIAN, ITALIAN, PORTUGUESE 
(BOTH PORTUGAL AND BRAZIL), RO-

MANIAN, SPANISH, & UK

MONICA MURPHY
is a New York Times 
and USA Today 
bestselling author. 
Both traditionally 
and independently 
published, she writes 
mostly new adult and 
contemporary romance. She’s also 
written as USA Today bestselling 
author Karen Erickson.

A native Californian, she lives in 
the middle of nowhere with her 
husband, children, one dog, and 
four cats. When she’s not writing, 
she’s thinking about writing. 
Or reading. Or binge-watching 
something. Or traveling.

THE LIAR’S CLUB

Release Date: 2/4/2025
Length: 352
Series:  The Liar’s Club
RightsMix: All Rights
Genre: Young Adult, Contemporary
Publisher: Entangled Publishing
Contact: RightsMix@gmail.com

TikTok sensation Monica Murphy’s 
new YA series – 120M views on 

MILLION KISSES



Every day that Bear and 
Fish spend together is a 
good day. Fish always has 
the perfect idea for what to 
do! One day, it’s Bear’s turn 
to make a plan, and she 
promises Fish something 
BIG! But when Bear 

goes looking for her brand-new big idea, she can’t see one 
anywhere . . .

With approachable prose and expressive illustrations, Bear’s 
Big Idea celebrates the power of imagination, play, and 
friendship and reminds us that—even when we can’t see 
them—the most important things are always with us.

SANDRA NICKEL is a writer of non� ction 
picture books for children. Her work includes 
� e Stu�  Between Stars, Nacho’s Nachos, and
Breaking � rough the Clouds. She is the winner of
a Christopher Award and holds an MFA in Writing
for Children and Young Adults from Vermont
College of Fine Arts. When at home in Switzerland,
Sandra loves ambling and rambling and eating carrot
mu�  ns just as much as Bear and Fish do.

BEAR’S BIG IDEA

Fish always has a great idea for what to do! When it’s Bear’s turn to 
think of something, she doesn’t know where to start. 

A sweet story of friendship, ingenuity, and a surprisingly epic adventure!

Release Date: 9/10/2024
Length: 32
RightsMix: All Rights
Genre:  Picture book, Friendship
Publisher: Lerner/Carolrhoda

Contact: RightsMix@gmail.com

IL SUNG NA was born in Seoul, South Korea. 
In 2001, he moved to London to pursue a BFA in 
Illustration and Animation at Kingston University, 
where he discovered a passion for children’s books. 
Il Sung has published several books, some of which 
have gained acclaim with Kirkus starred reviews 
and recognition in prestigious book lists. He went 
on to complete his MFA Illustration Practice at 
MICA (Maryland Institute College of Art) in 

2015.  Currently based in Kansas City, Il Sung spends time teaching 
illustration courses at KCAI (Kansas City Art Institute) and working 
on new books. On his down time, Il Sung hits the � ea markets to 
expand his collection of old and interesting items, which he then takes 
home to show o�  to his wife and small dog.



Eighteen-year-old Beatrice has never been 
a fan of her neighbor Bennie, but when 
Beatrice’s beloved younger sister starts dating 
one of Bennie’s closest friends, Beatrice is 
drawn into their social circle. 

As Beatrice wrestles with increasingly 
confusing feelings for Bennie, her usually 
close relationship with her sister is fraying, her 
grief over their mother’s death is simmering 
in the background, and she’s overwhelmed by 
looming senior-year decisions about what she 
wants to do with her life. 

But a� er a crisis arises, Beatrice must � gure out how to process past 
traumas and open up to the possibilities of the future.

EMMA K. OHLAND
a 20-something author 
who has been telling 
stories since before she 
knew how to write them 
down. She grew up in the 
middle of a corn� eld in 
Indiana, but her imagination o� en 
carried her away to other worlds. 
When she’s not writing, reading, or 
smelling books, she enjoys traveling, 
crocheting, and daydreaming in 
co� ee shops. She graduated with 
a B.A. in English literature and 
currently lives with her partner, their 
energetic cat, and their dog who 
thinks she’s a cat.

HERE GOES NOTHING

A fun yet thought-provoking 
modern reimagining of 

Shakespeare’s Much Ado About 
Nothing.

Release Date: 11/5/2024
Page Count: TK
Translation: British, Translation
Rights Sold: World Eng/Audio
Genre: YA LGBT Romance
Publisher: Lerner Publishing Group 
Contact: RightsMix@gmail.com



May ‘23

Jul ‘24

Award-winning author, ABIGAIL OWEN, writes 
NA/YA romantasy and paranormal romance. She is 
obsessed with big worlds, fast plots, couples that spark, 
a dash of snark, and oodles of HEAs! Other titles 
include: wife, mother, Star Wars geek, ex-competitive 
skydiver, AuDHD, spreadsheet lover, Jeopardy fanatic, 
organizational guru, true classic movie bu� , linguaphile, 
wishful world traveler, and chocoholic. Abigail currently 
resides in Austin, Texas, with her own swoon-worthy hero, their 
(mostly) angelic teenagers, and two adorable fur babies.

DOMINONS TRILOGY

Aug ‘22

RightsMix: All Rights
Audio:  Recorded Books
Genre: Young Adult, Fantasy
Publisher: Entangled Publishing
Contact: RightsMix@gmail.com

“Fans of Sarah J. Maas’ A Court of � orns and Roses 
series will � nd much to enjoy in Owen’s work... A 

nonstop adventure with plenty of magic and romance 
to draw in avid YA fantasy fans.” -Kirkus Reviews

Perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas, Jennifer L. Armentrout, Shelby 
Mahurin, this electrifying conclusion combines danger, action, 
and a heart-pounding romance wrapped up in a gorgeous cov-
er package. Rights on book 1, � e Liar’s Crown, sold in French, 
Hungarian, Italian, Spanish, Turkish, Ukraine, and books 2 and 
3, � e Stolen � rone and � e Shadows Rule All in Hungarian & 

Spanish. 



Dec ‘24

KATHERINE QUINN is an adult and young 
adult fantasy romance author. She graduated from 
the University of Central Florida with a degree in 
psychology. She resides in Houston with her husband 
and three children. 

Her love for writing began a� er reading her � rst fantasy 
series, Song of the Lioness, by Tamora Pierce. A� er that, 
she wanted nothing more than to be a dagger-wielding heroine. 
Unfortunately, it’s frowned upon to give a child a dagger, so she 
settled on writing about daring adventures instead. 

Co� ee is her true love, and she believes anything can be � xed with 
Starbucks and dark humor.

MISTLANDS DUOLOGY

Nov ‘23

RightsMix: All Rights
Audio:  Recorded Books
Genre: Young Adult, Fantasy
Publisher: Entangled Publishing
Contact: RightsMix@gmail.com

 “In this sweeping debut, Quinn skillfully threads Kiara and Jude’s lived-in-feeling 
romance with high-stakes life-or-death situations, making for an intriguing if familiar 

fantasy adventure. � e cast is intersectionally diverse.” --Publishers Weekly

A� er escaping the mist, Selena and Jude are pursued by a 
vengeful god hell-bent on stopping them from breaking the 

curse that torments the realm, in this sequel to the highly an-
ticipated debut YA fantasy, To Kill a Shadow…

Rights sold in French, German, Polish, Russian, & Spanish



Horror fan and aspiring � lm director Yuiza gets 
a scholarship to a prestigious boarding school. 
But that’s just the tip of the iceberg. As one of the 
few students of color at Our Lady of Perpetual 
Mercy, Yuiza immediately feels out of place. A 
brutal work-study schedule makes it impossible 
to keep up with the actual classes. Every expense, 
from textbooks to laundry, puts Yuiza into debt. 
And the behavior of students and faculty is... 
unsettling.

Yuiza starts having disturbing dreams about the 
school’s past and discovers clues about the fate of other scholarship students. 
It’ll take all Yuiza’s knowledge of the horror genre to escape from Our Lady’s 
grasp.

Raised in the 
Boogie Down 
Bronx, NoNieqa 
RAMOS is an 
educator and 
literary activist. 
� eir work
includes the
young adult novels � e
Disturbed Girl’s Dictionary
and � e Truth Is, as well as
the picture book Hair Story.
� ey believe Halloween is
a lifestyle, not a holiday.
If you’re in Virginia, you
might catch NoNieqa getting
motorcycle lessons from
their soulmate Michael
or going indie bookstore
hopping with their preciosos
Jandi and Langston.

THEY THOUGHT THEY BURIED US

Sixteen-year-old Yuiza, a proud queer 
Boricua from the Bronx, loves to make 

horror movies, and � nd themself living in 
one when they’re sent to an elite boarding 

school that holds sinister secrets.

Release Date: 9/10/2024
Page Count: 368
Translation: British, Translation
Rights Sold: World Eng/Audio
Genre: YA Horror
Publisher: Lerner Publishing Group 
Contact: RightsMix@gmail.com



It’s never easy to go back, 
especially when the memories 
you’ve been running from 
suddenly resurface.

When Annie returns to her 
home village a� er a long 
absence, she rediscovers the 
diary she kept the year she 
turned 16, the year that changed 
her life. We follow Annie as she 
navigates a blossoming love 
story with a handsome soldier 
and her growing a� ection for an 
evacuee child. With tender and 

amusing moments, this story--set in a small English village 
during World War II--explores love, resilience, and loss with 
a fresh new voice.

LAURA MELONI was a successful novelist waiting 
to happen. � e 73-year-old from Kingston upon 
� ames, who writes under the pseudonym of S. L.
ROMAN, was a literary researcher and language
teacher in her native Italy. Since her retirement,
along with writing colleague Sarah Onions, Laura
now spends her a� ernoons building plots and
characters as well as historical research for era
accuracy.

Laura, who lists Elena Ferrante, Hilary Mantel and Gianrico 
Caro� glio among her favourite authors, was initially inspired to 
write by her grandfather. Sarah had already written her family’s 
tale with her journalist father and she learnt how to spot a good 
story. She grew up in Manhattan so both writers know what 
it was like to grow up abroad. But when it came to compiling 
this � rst book together they created a world rooted in southern 
England – in the Second World War.� e writers constantly 
discussed and made notes to try and portray the life of a teenage 
girl called Annie who is thrown into running her family’s shop, 
falling in love and caring for an evacuated boy. � ey decided to 
work on the novel because the original account of an unlucky 
boy just wouldn’t go away. Now the pair know One Year One 
Night is here to stay.

ONE YEAR, ONE NIGHT (2ND ED)

Based on real-life events.   

For fans of Jojo Moyes’ Me Before You   

Includes note explaining historical context   

Originally published in the UK- � is edition has been 
substantially revised with new illustrations and back matter

Release Date: 8/6/2024
Page Count: 152
Translation: All Rights Red Chair, c/o Lerner 
Genre: Young Adult Fiction
Publisher: One Elm Press/Red Chair Press
Contact: RightsMix@gmail.com



Discover the human side 
of newsworthy, historical, 
and pup culture � gures.  
Each biography is 
peppered with quotations 
and childhood stories, 
accouns of success and 
failures, and descriptions 
of inspiratonal 
experiences that 
in� uened the person’s 

achievements. Barbie changed what a doll could 
be. When she was created, most dolls were baby 
dolls. Barbie had jobs that helped girls see what 
was possible. Barbie dolls earn over a billion 
dollars each year.

For more than thirty years, LIZ 
SONNEBORN has been writing 
non� ction for young readers 
and adults. She is the author 
of more than 100 books and 
has contributed to many other 
reference works. Her specialities 
include biography, women’s 
studies, American Indian studies, ethnic studies, 
and American and world history. Before going 
freelance full-time, she worked as an editor at 
Charles Scribner’s Sons, Harmony Books, Chelsea 
House Publishers, and Oxford University Press. A 
graduate of Swarthmore College, Sonneborn lives 
in Brooklyn with her husband, comics writer and 
novelist Stuart Moore, and her two cats.

BARBIE: FROM DOLL TO CULTURAL ICON (GATEWAY BIOGRAPHIES)

Highly readable bioghries about 
contemporary and historical public 

� gures

Includes quotes and stories that 
provide an inside look at each subject.

Release Date: 8/1/2024
Page Count: 48
Translation: TK
Genre: Series Non-Fiction
Publisher: Lerner Publications
Contact: RightsMix@gmail.com



Ellie’s Deaf boarding school just shut down, 
forcing her to leave the place she considered 
home and return to her hearing family. But being 
mainstreamed into public school isn’t exactly easy. 
So her guidance counselor pairs her with Jackson, a 
student who’s supposed to help her adjust. Can the 
boy who tries to say the right things, and gets it all 
wrong, be the lifeline Ellie needs?

Jackson has been avoiding his teammates ever since 
some numbness in his legs cost them an important 
soccer match. With his senior year o�  to a lonely 
start, he’s intrigued when he’s asked to help the new 
girl, initially thinking it will be a commendable 
move on his part. Little does he know Ellie will 

soon be the person he wants most by his side when the strange symptoms he’s 
experiencing amount to a life-changing diagnosis.

Exploring what it means to build community, Anna Sortino pens a story about 
the fear of the unknown and the beauty of the unexpected, all wrapped up in a 
poignant romance that will break your heart and put it back together again.

ANNA 
SORINTINO 
writes stories about 
disabled characters 
living their lives and 
falling in love. Born 
and raised in the 
Chicagoland area, Anna has 
since lived in di� erent cities 
from coast to coast, spending 
her free time exploring nature 
with her dog or reading on the 
couch with her cat. She is the 
author of Give Me a Sign and 
On the Bright Side.

ON THE BRIGHT SIDE

A hopeful novel about love, 
disability, and the inevitability of 

change by the author of Give Me a 
Sign.

Release Date: 7/2/2024
Page Count: 320
Translation: TK
Genre: YA Contemporary Romance
Publisher: Putnam 
Contact: RightsMix@gmail.com



In ravaged cities of the future, the oceans have risen and are 
poisonous to touch. Anyone who comes into contact with 
the water contracts the Blight, an inevitably fatal illness, 
making travel outside the high-rise homes of Horizon City a 
treacherous, o� en deadly prospect.

Scavengers of derelict parts of the city, skyclimber crews are 
athletic, fearless, and as tight-knit as it gets: their survival 
depends on their trust in each other. Moon is strong and 
sharp, a skyclimber rookie who’s eager to prove herself.

A� er all, her crew are the only people she’s got le�  -- well, 
except for Barker, a charismatic hacker who she � irts with 
online every day, but has never met.

But when Moon deals directly with a dangerous mad 
scientist in an attempt to turn a bigger pro� t for her crew, 
she breaks their rules, and loses their support. Unexpectedly 

alone, she reaches out to Barker, only to discover that he has been lying to her about his true 
identity.

Furious and heartbroken, she sets out on a perilous journey to confront him -- but what she 
� nds is unimaginable. � eir families share a complex and murky past, mired in bloody choices 
and long buried truths, that now threaten to rise to the surface and shake the foundations of 
Horizon City.

 E. D. TIERNAN grew up in 
Melbourne, Australia, where 
she spent her childhood 
climbing trees and reading 
books, o� en simultaneously. 
Since then, her travels 
have taken her to Vietnam, 
New Zealand, Singapore, 
Slovenia, Turkey, and Belgium, among 
other places. Despite this thorough 
global search, nowhere has better co� ee 
than Melbourne, so she still lives there. 
In her spare time, she loves throwing 
costume parties, starting epic dance 
� oors, and dresses with pockets. Tiernan 
lives with an incorrigible kitten and a 
to-read pile of books that constantly 
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SKYCLIMBERS

Release Date: 4/1/2025
Length: TK
Series:             Skyclimbers Trilogy
RightsMix: All Rights
Genre:  Young Adult, Sci-Fi
Publisher: Entangled Publishing
Contact: RightsMix@gmail.com

� e Last of Us meets Skyhunters.

Don’t. Look. Down.
“Brace yourselves: Eliza Tiernan 

is a force to be reckoned with.” — 
Amie Kaufman, New York Times 

bestselling author



From the author of Horse Trouble
comes a graphic novel perfect for fans 
of PAWS and Allergic!

Ash is a good kid at heart. But his 
grades are slipping, and when he gets 
caught vandalizing an old building, 
it’s the last straw. It’s decided: Ash will 
spend some time away from the city, at 
his dad’s place on Ferncli�  Island.

It’s bad enough that Ash has no friends 
on the island (just an annoying little 
stepsister), but his parents are also 
making him do community service! 

He volunteers at the local animal shelter, even though he’s not really 
a dog person. Dogs slobber! � ey smell! And the dogs at the shelter 
bark, bark, and bark. But as Ash bonds with the dogs--especially 
Cooper, a clever, fun-loving pointer that gives sloppy kisses--he starts 
to see that maybe his time on Ferncli�  Island isn’t a total loss.

KRISTIN VARNER 
grew up in the Rocky 
Mountains of Utah, 
where she fell in 
love with horses at 
a young age. Kristin 
received her degree 
in illustration from Rhode Island 
School of Design and has created 
art for children’s books, magazines, 
games, apparel, and toys. Horse 
Trouble is her debut title as an 
author and graphic novelist. She 
lives in Seattle, Washington, with 
her husband and daughter and 
she’s still a little crazy about horses. 

DOG TROUBLE

Release Date: 10/29/2024
Length: 304
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RightsMix: All Rights
Genre:  Middle Grade, Graphic Novel
Publisher: First Second
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“A HEARTWARMING COMING-OF-AGE STORY 
THAT IS ALSO TAIL-WAGGING FUN!” –REMY LAI, 

AUTHOR OF PAWCASSO

“A SINCERE AND FUNNY EXPLORATION OF THE 
COMPLEXITY OF FAMILY AND THE ROLE OUR 
DOG COMPANIONS HAVE IN OUR LIVES. THIS 
BOOK LEFT A PAW PRINT ON MY HEART!” —

FAITH ERIN HICKS, AUTHOR OF RIDE ON



Teia Carthan abandoned her morals long ago, and now 
there’s nothing she won’t do to stay alive. So far she has 
survived her parents’ deaths, the ire of the Council, and 
innumerable attempts on her life, orchestrated by Jura, her 
half brother and soon-to-be king of Erisia. Teia’s rare control 
over two elements marks her as both an outsider and a 
formidable opponent--but once Jura is crowned king, there 
will be no way to survive him. Not for Teia, not for anyone.

When Jura moves to crush the rebellion that seeks to 
overthrow the monarchy, Teia sees one last opportunity to 
ensure her own safety. She can in� ltrate the rebels, locate 
their base . . . and betray them to Jura, trading their lives for 
her own.

Yet when Teia meets the rebels, she gets far more than she 
bargained for. And when she gains not only their trust 

but their friendship, she begins to have doubts. Perhaps the rebels are right. Perhaps the 
Golden Palace should be torn down and the monarchy destroyed.

But then again--what if there is another possibility? What if Teia were on the throne 
instead?

TIFFANY 
WANG
hails from 
a town in 
North Texas, 
although 
she’s currently wandering 
her way through New 
York City. She studied 
communication and 
international relations 
at the University of 
Pennsylvania.

INFERNO’S HEIR

Fearing for her life, an outcast 
princess joins the rebellion against 

her own kingdom and family. . . but 
when playing with � re, someone 

always gets burned.
Release Date: 9/3/2024
Page Count: TK
Translation: Translation
Genre:  YA Fantasy
Publisher: Bindery Books 
Contact: RightsMix@gmail.com



Jenna wakes up on the morning of the 13th 
knowing today is the day she’s going to lose her 
virginity to her longtime boyfriend, Auggie, while 
her senior class is on an island for their marine 
biology seminar. Except the day goes quickly 
o�  the rails—when Auggie has a severe allergic
reaction to latex, instead of a romantic evening
just the two of them, they contend with vomit and
an EpiPen instead. She goes to sleep that night
� guring she’ll try again tomorrow.

Except she wakes up again…to the morning 
of the 13th. Everything unfolds eerily similar 

to how it had the night before. Suddenly she’s in a time loop, forced to rehash 
her horrendous � rst time with her boyfriend again and again. Eventually, she’s 
ready to try just about anything to escape, including a series of “� rst times” with 
di� erent people that are at times hilarious, other times heartbreaking, other times 
a bit taboo, and always a bit sexy. What is causing her loop—is it the wrong way, 
the wrong guy, the wrong time? And can Jenna break the time loop before time 
runs out?

JESSICA WARMAN’s 
novels have been published 
in 13 languages around 
the world.  She lives in 
Pittsburgh, PA with her 
husband of 21 years, their 
two children, and too many 
pets.  � is is her sixth 
book for young adults.  When she isn’t 
writing, Jessica enjoys distance running, 
traveling, knitting the same scarf she has 
been knitting for the past three years, 
and not cooking.  Her Christmas tree has 
been up for 17 consecutive months and 
counting.  

REPEAT AFTER ME

Release Date: 9/3/2024 
Length: TK
RightsMix: All Rights
Genre: Young Adult, Contemporary
Publisher: Entangled Publishing
Contact: RightsMix@gmail.com

Rights sold in  Audio

Palm Springs meets 50 First Dates 
with a whole new twist when a 
teen relives the day she lost her 
virginity over and over again in 
this fresh, hilarious, subversive, 

and thought-provoking YA.



Most schools are about being the best. � is school? It’s 
about being the worst. Calder Academy is where the 
rogue paranormals go. � e ones who break the rules 
or lose control. And when that happens for vamps, 
werewolves, witches, and dark fae? It gets pretty 
freaking scary.

I should know. Because I’m trapped here.

Look, every seventeen-year-old girl thinks their 
mom is a tyrant. But mine just happens to run Calder 
Academy, which paints a giant target on my back. � e 
way I make it through these dark halls is by steering 
clear of the things—and kids—who go bump in the 
night.

Especially Jude Abernathy-Li.

But when a freak storm hits our isolated island, I’m stuck without a backup plan. � e 
power is gone. � e lights are out. And our worst nightmares are suddenly real—and out 
for blood.

Now the only way to survive is to align myself with one evil to avoid the other.

And the only thing worse than the idea of getting close to Jude? Secretly loving every 
minute of it.

NYT & USA Today bestselling 
author TRACY WOLFF wrote 
her � rst short story—something 
with a rainbow and a prince—in 
second grade. By ten she’d read 
everything in the young adult 
and classics sections of her local 
bookstore, so in desperation her 
mom started her on romance  novels. And 
from the � rst page of the � rst book, Tracy 
knew she’d found her life-long love. A one-time 
English professor with over � � y novels to her 
name, she now devotes most of her time to 
writing romance and dreaming up heroes. She 
lives in Austin, Texas, with her family.

SWEET NIGHTMARE

Release Date: 5/7/2024
Length: 496
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RightsMix: All Rights
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� e scariest school on earth

Is about to experience real fear…
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